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Germany: Strength and Stresses

Da s  Wirtschaftswunder has encompassed 
a tripling of industrial production in the 
German Federal Republic since 1950. The 

“miracle” has also brought about a succession 
of balance-of-payments surpluses and an in
crease in German gold and dollar holdings 
from practically zero in 1950 to $6.2 billion 
at the end of 1964. But the Republic’s re
markable economic performance has also 
brought in its wake the type of wage and price 
pressures with which its trading partners have 
long been familiar.

This situation has developed against a 
backdrop of continued industrial expansion 
in the Federal Republic. By late 1964, Ger
man industrial production was roughly 50 
percent above the 1957-59 level— as com
pared, for example, with a 35-percent in
crease in U. S. production.

But this continued expansion has also 
created some major problems. Between 1963 
and 1964, the German balance-of-payments 
surplus dropped from $640 million to almost 
zero. (On a comparable basis, the U. S. bal
ance-of-payments deficit was roughly $2.7 
billion in each year.) Moreover, in 1964 
alone, German official gold and dollar hold
ings dropped from $6.8 to $6.2 billion. And 
consumer prices, after rising slowly during the 
decade of the 1950’s, have lately begun to ac
celerate; the German index has risen 13 per
cent since 1960, as against a 6-percent gain 
in the U. S. index. The question thus arises: 
has Germany begun to “import” inflation, as 
several of her trading partners have recom
mended?

Maintaining a balance
The recent discussion has centered about 

the responsibilities of surplus and deficit 
countries for maintaining an international 
payments balance. Chancellor Erhard has 

134 taken a strong stand on this matter, arguing

that the restoration of economic balance “was 
certainly not to be brought about by means 
of price increases.” And the German central 
bank has spelled out the argument more spe
cifically: “The countries which become unbal
anced must endeavor to find their own way 
back to stability. If the countries with rela
tively stable prices conformed to the infla
tionary tendencies, the countries suffering 
from inflation would be relieved of the need 
to initiate the measures required for regaining 
internal stability.” (Deutsche Bundesbank
1963 annual report.)

Critics of this German viewpoint, however, 
claim that the adjustment process should be 
shared. In such a situation, the surplus coun
try should pursue expansionary monetary 
and fiscal policies, and in addition should in
crease its capital exports. According to this 
view, the recent imbalance in (say) the Com
mon M arket might not have arisen if Ger
man prices and costs had risen as rapidly as 
those of its trading partners.

W est Germ an strength reflected 
in balance-of-payments statistics
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Germany’s earlier cost and price stability 
was based to a great extent on special circum
stances. These factors included the early post
war fears of a 1922-style hyperinflation, the 
expansion of the labor market from both do
mestic and foreign sources, and a consistent 
policy of union wage restraint. With some, or 
all, of these factors now weakening, perhaps 
more steam could develop behind an expan
sionary wage policy now than heretofore.

Some observers would justify an expan
sionary policy of this type in terms of easing 
the adjustment problem of Germany’s trad
ing partners or in terms of compensating Ger
man workers for the relative lag in wages. 
Others would contend, however, that the con
tinued success in confining wage increases 
within the trend of productivity has been an 
essential element in the nation’s strong pay
ments position. In order to weigh the merits of 
these conflicting positions, therefore, some ex
amination is necessary of the relationships of 
wages, productivity, and prices in the postwar 
period.

W age claims justified?
Are the trade unions’ claims for wage in

creases justified in the light of postwar pro
ductivity developments? On the basis only of 
the labor-market statistics, an argument could 
be made for some increases. After correction 
for changes in consumer prices, hourly earn
ings in West Germany increased roughly 125 
percent between 1950 and 1964, while output 
per manhour increased roughly 135 percent. 
Moreover, the index of real hourly earnings 
tended to fall behind the productivity index 
in 1953-55, in 1956-59, and again in 1962- 
63. Nonetheless, relationships of this type are 
almost meaningless unless the factors under- 
lying productivity gains and economic growth 
are examined.

West Germany’s growth until about 1955 
was based largely on the increased utilization 
of resources— labor, capital, and materials.

Germ an industrial production
triples during past decade and a half

1957-59  = 100

But thereafter, as labor shortages and indus
trial bottlenecks developed, the growth proc
ess depended increasingly on technological 
and organizational progress. In the earlier pe
riod, labor’s income share tended to lag be
hind its contribution to growth. After about 
1955, however, the lag in labor earnings 
could be more strongly defended, in terms of 
the high level of investment essential for 
steady economic growth. The larger share of 
income paid to capital undoubtedly was a m a
jor factor in Germany’s post-1955 expansion.

Yet, at some point, the rising returns to 
capital could cause labor— through the “dem
onstration effect” of rising profit margins— to 
demand an adjustment of income distribution 
in its favor. But labor’s ability to achieve such 
a redistribution would depend on the state of 
the labor market and the economic outlook.

Pressures in ’65
The economy boomed in early 1965, in an 

atmosphere perhaps even more ebullient than 
the business situation in this country. Costs 
and prices continued upwards, as a conse
quence of a high level of domestic demand, 
continued pressures on productive resources, 
and the acceleration of wage increases. The 
labor market meanwhile remained very tight; 135
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Germ an labor earn ings soar,
but productivity rises even faster

_i 
1965

Source: Organisation for Economic Co-operation ajid Development

in late March the unemployment rate was less 
than 1 percent.

The strain was relieved somewhat during
1964 and early 1965 by the elimination of 
earlier payments surpluses. German exports 
were slowed by the decreasing flexibility of 
export-supply conditions and by policy mea
sures on the part of its trading partners— and 
import demand meanwhile continued to 
boom. Heavy capital inflows were slowed by 
the proposal (and eventual enactment) of a 
25-percent withholding tax on nonresident 
interest earnings on German securities. So the 
Federal Republic in early 1965 exemplified 
the mature stage of a strong business expan
sion; investment demand, which had earlier 
replaced export demand as the basis of the 
boom, was now being bolstered by heavy con
sumption spending.

The high level of demand, with consequent 
cost and price pressures, was supported by

rising wage rates and by a January 1 tax re
duction. With pressures developing in most 
sectors of the economy, therefore, the mone
tary authorities took action in the early part 
of the year. The discount rate was increased 
from 3 to 3 Vi percent in January, and credit- 
tightening measures were taken in response 
to price increases.

Other signs of spending pressure became 
apparent in early 1965. There was a con
tinued increase in imports, especially of fin- 
ished-manufactured goods; there was a con
tinued deficit in trade in invisibles, typified by 
swelling outflows for tourism and for pay
ments on past investment— and there was also 
the possibility that U. S.-U. K. cutbacks in 
investment flows would discourage capital im
ports into Germany and would encourage 
German capital exports into third countries as 
a replacement for American or British invest
ment.

Substantial wage pressures thus appeared 
likely to continue, because of the continued 
expansion of the German economy and the 
concomitant tightening of the labor market. 
But with no balance-of-payments surplus 
available to provide elbowroom, there may be 
less justification than heretofore for large 
wage increases. As a matter of fact, the Euro
pean Economic Commission has recently rec
ommended strong measures to restrain cost 
and price pressures in Germany. Demands 
for imported inflation therefore may now be 
somewhat academic, although they would 
quickly be revived if large payments surpluses 
again developed out of the undoubted strength 
of the German economy.— Heather Wright.
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